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Q1 Do you like the proposed concept design?
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Q2 Any comments? (optional)
Answered: 49 Skipped: 37
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 -location It is too close to a major road. I can see accidents just waiting to happen. The
children are not supervised.

2/27/2021 5:03 PM

2 -location It's in the wrong location. The amenity of the creek frontage is being destroyed.
There are numerous safety issues-refer to objection email.

2/27/2021 1:47 PM

3 +general Great for the town! 2/27/2021 1:18 PM

4 -location i think that the little kids should be over near the bbq & playground area. this is 
way too close to the road & i presume it has been moved to here because of one person's 
complaints that complains about everything & you idiots let them get away with it every time

2/25/2021 4:53 PM

5 +extras +general I think it is a positive development for the local community and see it
as an opportunity to attract young families to this particular recreation area assuming very
young skaters would attend with some supervision by parents or adults. I would STRONGLY
recommend that the plans include provision of a shaded retreat if this project is sincere in
looking after the interests of the community from a sun-safe perspective as well as a haven
where adults can rest and view. Hope to see this incorporated.

2/24/2021 11:59 AM

6 +general It's a safe idea to extend and have additional sections. We love the skate park!! 2/22/2021 6:05 PM

7 -location It is unsafe to extend according to these plans. There is no provision for car
parking and small children will be getting out of cars on a busy main road, used by people
from golf club, football oval ect. This extension brings it closer to Melville St. Constantly
used by Ambulance and Fire Brigade at high speed. Small children and parents have to
cross a busy road to toilet facilities. Accident waiting to happen. Might be safer to extend
out the other end and provide safe parking.

2/18/2021 8:37 AM

8 +general Great idea to give our youth a place they can enjoy and be physically active 2/15/2021 9:48 PM

9 -location I think it’s a great option for the beginners but it needs to be across the road
towards the bbqs . It’s getting to close to the tocumwal Tunnock rd corner as it is children
regularly spill out onto the road and parents cars need to park in a safer location like around
the corner at bbqs of the main busy Tunnock rd it just makes a lot of common sense for
this plan not to go ahead and be built across the road

2/12/2021 4:10 PM

10 +extras Shade cloth over skate park 2/11/2021 7:23 PM

11 +extras A public drinking fountain is needed and some sun shading 2/11/2021 7:23 AM

12 +extras Large wifi speakers for 24hr music please 2/10/2021 3:36 PM

13 +extras It would be nice if the exiting sign is straightend up 2/10/2021 2:01 PM

14 +general Very much needed. 2/10/2021 7:58 AM

15 +general Please build ! Kids active V Kids Stationary No Brainer ..... 2/9/2021 10:13 PM

16 +extras design ideas Are A should be 5mt h area C should be 4 metres. Many younger
kids won't be confident in using the A edge until more experienced.

2/9/2021 9:54 PM

17 +extras Shade cloth over the park 2/9/2021 5:37 PM

18 +general The skate park has needed an upgrade for years! 2/9/2021 5:07 PM

19 +extras design ideas I think it needs a small box ramp so those learning can practice to
ease themselves into the bigger one. Also a small straight ledge and straight rail would be
awesome for kids to learn on

2/9/2021 4:04 PM

20 design ideas The ramps and banks on the left side seem like they would be way to harsh
to ride. I'd recommend getting 'convic' to design the skatepark. They have made many good
parks

2/9/2021 2:40 PM

21 +extras +general Any positive development to enhance the young members of our
community is excellent . As I am a resident and required to drive , walk past this facility I
wish to bring to your the attention the absolute need for a fence structure of some
description on the street corner of the skate area . Particularly as younger people will be
here. The seating at present is far from this area. T I have witnessed x 2 near incidents with
children running out on the road ( requiring cars to stop) at the corner turn from Melville
Street . . As a result I choose another road option to my residence . This is a busy corner
with multiple sporting clubs down Tunnock Rd. Thankfully no fatalities to date.

2/9/2021 1:29 PM

22 -location It should be on the south side of tunnock road away from the bigger kids &
closer to bbq & play ground

2/9/2021 1:25 PM
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23 +general I think it’s a fantastic ideas for the little ones 2/9/2021 1:08 PM

24 +general Would be good to see it be completed. We do need our skatepark to be bigger. 2/9/2021 9:00 AM

25 design ideas I think it would be handy to get a real skateboard park designer to help out
with this. I have planned many holidays around going to good parks. This new design is
about 30 years old. Please look up https://concreteskateparks.com/services/ or
https://grindprojects.com/ to help out

2/9/2021 8:45 AM

26 +general Great idea for the safety of the little ones. More inclusive for all the community
and allow the bigger ones a safer ride too.

2/9/2021 7:33 AM

27 The original skate park committee gave money to Moira Shire to hold for future extension of
current skate park to build a beginners/young children’s area. It is hoped these funds would
be returned for the intended use.

2/8/2021 10:37 PM

28 +general Where is it going to be built?? Take up more park land 2/8/2021 10:18 PM

29 +general Would be great for the smaller riders as they sometimes get in the road of the
older more experienced skaters. This new area would prevent some of the injuries to the
young skaters.

2/8/2021 10:07 PM

30 +general It will be fabulous to have this addition in Numurkah. We have keen boys who
love the skatepark but not when it is busy..they shy away when there is lots of people.
Having this addition is much appreciated for the younger kids. Great work team!

2/8/2021 9:25 PM

31 +general This will be a very welcomed area for beginners. 2/8/2021 8:08 PM

32 +extras design ideas Could the design be more rounded at ends to blend a bit more
rather than just another block of concrete

2/8/2021 7:43 PM

33 +general Hopefully this is just the start of further expansions. The kids will love it. 2/8/2021 7:03 PM

34 +general Great idea keep the kids away from the bigger people who are scary to our little
one although would be good the see the other side get a update

2/8/2021 6:44 PM

35 +general Will be good for the youth 2/8/2021 6:35 PM

36 design ideas Too basic and boring, yes it’s a beginner park but even children will get bored
of that quick, needs a bowl off to the side. An actual half pipe boxes ledges grind rails
something that attracts all bmx scooter skateboards etc to point building a little boring park
when you can do it right The first time and build something good that will keep people going
and attract riders from other areas to numurkah. When I was younger and use to ride bmx
we would travel to skateparks and then into for lunch wether it be the bakery or something.
Bring more money to the town.

2/8/2021 6:09 PM

37 +general Do it, You wouldn’t... you’re too scared 2/8/2021 5:53 PM

38 +extras Fence? 2/8/2021 5:48 PM

39 +general Hopefully its big enought to cater for the high volume of kids and adults that use
the skate park. Especially the little ones. Our current skate park is too small and dangerous
for the little kids when primary and secondary school kids are there

2/8/2021 5:22 PM

40 design ideas Very poor design. Looks like a early 90s skate park before they got
skateboarders to design them.

2/8/2021 4:46 PM

41 -location design ideas The whole thing needs to be bigger & moved AWAY from the
main roads!! Closer to the football field. I have actually seen a small child zoom straight out
onto the road...This spot is ridiculous & I've seen better skateparks in towns half the size of
Numurkah..

2/8/2021 4:32 PM

42 +general I think this is perfect. There’s finally a safe space for young beginners to have a
go without the fear of being knocked over by an older person/potentially injuring themselves
on the bigger drops.

2/8/2021 4:23 PM

43 +general This is a great start, will be nice to see it progress. My child uses this a lot after
school.

2/8/2021 4:09 PM

44 design ideas I think you should make something for the more better skaters like a new
ramp

2/8/2021 4:06 PM

45 +extras I am concerned that this 'beginners area' will be used as an extension of the
existing skate park and will not be available for the true beginners. Will there be a fence
separating the 2 areas?

2/8/2021 3:34 PM
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46 +extras design ideas A small flat rail to grind in the middle of the front ramps would be
good, considering there isn’t anywhere to practice or learn grinds at the park

2/8/2021 3:24 PM

47 +general Please do it 2/8/2021 3:18 PM

48 +extras Are there plans for adult seating along the edge? Beginners would be attending
with parents.

2/8/2021 3:18 PM

49 +extras +general Any addition for the smaller kids is a plus. Needs more shaded areas
for seating though.

2/8/2021 3:05 PM
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